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Enchanted Forest
“DID YOU KNOW?” SCAVENGER HUNT
Instructions:
Write down the correct answer to the following questions and submit your completed
scavenger hunt for a chance to win a prize from the Book Fair. Hint: The answers are on the
Book Fair tables!

1. According to mythology,                    are foolish creatures, with human 
    bodies and goat legs, who live in enchanted forests.

2. According to ancient legend, a unicorn’s                      has healing powers.

3. According to mythology,                      are majestic, winged creatures with 
    the head of an eagle and body of a lion.

4. According to mythology,                      are highly intelligent with the wisest of 
    the creatures having telepathic powers.

5. In European folk tales, good                      give wise advice while bad ones 
    are hunted by great heroes.

6. In European folklore,                      use their horns to purify the water in rivers 
    and lakes so animals can safely drink.
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Enchanted Forest
“DID YOU KNOW?” SCAVENGER HUNT 

ANSWER SHEET
Instructions:
These facts appear on the “Did you know?” table sign danglers found in the Enchanted Forest
decorating kit offered in the online Scholastic Dollars™ Catalog. You can turn them into a fun
curriculum scavenger hunt activity for students. Simply copy enough scavenger hunt slips for
students, distribute, and then reward a small prize purchased with Scholastic Dollars from a
randomly selected submission.

1. According to mythology, fauns are foolish creatures, with human bodies and 
    goat legs, who live in enchanted forests.

2. According to ancient legend, a unicorn’s horn has healing powers.

3. According to mythology, griffins are majestic, winged creatures with the 
    head of an eagle and body of a lion.

4. According to mythology, unicorns are highly intelligent with the wisest of the 
    creatures having telepathic powers.

5. In European folk tales, good dragons give wise advice while bad ones are 
    hunted by great heroes.

6. In European folklore, unicorns use their horns to purify the water in rivers and 
    lakes so animals can safely drink.


